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Abstract: In proxy re-encryption schemes, a semi-trusted entity called proxy can convert a ciphertext encrypted for
Alice into a new ciphertext for Bob without seeing the underlying plaintext. Several proxy re-encryption
schemes have been proposed, however, only one scheme which enables the conversion of IBE ciphertexts to
PKE ciphertexts has been proposed and it has some drawbacks. In that scheme, the size of the re-encrypted
ciphertext increases and Bob must be aware of existence of the proxy, which means Bob cannot decrypt a
re-encrypted ciphertext with same PKE decryption algorithm.
We propose a new, efficient scheme that enables the conversion of IBE ciphertexts to PKE ciphertexts, and
prove CPA security in the standard model. In our scheme, the size of the re-encrypted ciphertext is optimal
and Bob does not aware of existence of the proxy. As far as we knows, this is the first IBE-PKE type scheme
that holds the above properties.

1 INTRODUCTION

In proxy re-encryption schemes, a semi-trusted entity
called proxy can convert a ciphertext encrypted for
Alice into a new ciphertext, which another user Bob
can decrypt with his own secret information without
revealing the underlying plaintext. The proxy is not
fully trusted, i.e., the proxy cannot reveal Alice’s or
Bob’s secret key, and can not learn the plaintext dur-
ing the conversion.

There are many useful applications of these
schemes. For instance, Alice can securely forward
encrypted e-mails to Bob in her absence.

The proxy converts the messages which encrypted
under the email address alice@foo.com into another
ciphertexts encrypted under bob@foo.com. The
proxy does not learn the content of the messages dur-
ing conversion and Alice can forward message with-
out revealing her secret key.

Several proxy re-encryption schemes have been
proposed in the context of public key encryption
(PKE), e.g., ElGamal or RSA. Other schemes have
been proposed in the context of Identity Based En-
cryption (IBE) which the sender encrypts a plaintext
using arbitral strings that represents the recipient’s
identity as the public key. The IBE has proven useful
in solving public key-distribution issues of traditional

certificate based PKE schemes.
Matsuo proposed two proxy re-encryption

schemes. The former one enables conversion
between IBE users and the latter one enable the
conversion of PKE ciphertexts to IBE ciphertexts in
(T.Matsuo, 2007).

The latter one called hybrid scheme can be useful
in PKE and IBE mixed environments. Matsuo also
classify proxy re-encryption schemes as follows:

[PKE-PKE]-Type Scheme. Proxy converts PKE ci-
phertexts to PKE ciphertexts.(M.Mambo and
E.Okamoto, 1997), (M.Blaze et al., 1998),
(M.Jakobsson, 1999), (Y.Dodis and A.Ivan,
2003), (L.Zbou et al., 2004), (G.Ateniese et al.,
2005), and (R.Canetti and S.Hohenberger, 2007)
have been proposed as this type.

[IBE-IBE]-Type Scheme. Proxy converts IBE ci-
phertexts to IBE ciphertexts. (Y.Dodis and
A.Ivan, 2003), (T.Matsuo, 2007), and (M.Green
and G.Ateniese, 2007) have been proposed as this
type.

[PKE-IBE]-Type Scheme. Proxy converts PKE ci-
phertexts to IBE ciphertexts. (T.Matsuo, 2007)
has been proposed as this type.

[IBE-PKE]-Type Scheme. Proxy converts IBE ci-
phertexts to PKE ciphertexts. (M.Green and
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G.Ateniese, 2007) has been proposed as this type.

Green and Ateniese proposed the [IBE-PKE]-type
scheme in (M.Green and G.Ateniese, 2007); however
their scheme has following drawbacks.

1. The size of the re-encrypted ciphertext increases
as compared to that of the original ciphertext.

2. The decryption algorithm of the re-encrypted ci-
phertext is different from the original decryption
of the PKE scheme.

[IBE-IBE] type and [PKE-PKE] type of proxy
re-encryption schemes have been proposed without
such drawbacks. One of the theoretical interests is
to construct the [IBE-PKE]-type proxy re-encryption
scheme which does not have such drawbacks.

1.1 Entities of Proxy Re-Encryption

Generally, proxy re-encryption schemes have the fol-
lowing entities.

Sender. This entity encrypts plaintexts using a dele-
gator’s public key.

Delegator. This entity possesses the secret key cor-
responding to the public key used by the sender,
and delegates decryption rights.

Delegatee.The decryption rights delegates to this en-
tity from the delegator. The delegatee can decrypt
re-encrypted ciphertexts own secret key, and with-
out the delegator’s secret key.

Proxy. This semi-trusted entity re-encrypts cipher-
texts with a re-encryption keys, and outputs the
ciphertexts, which the delegatee can decrypt us-
ing his own secret key without revealing underly-
ing the plaintexts.

In [IBE-IBE], [IBE-PKE] and [PKE-IBE] type
schemes have an additional entity PKG (Private Key
Generator), which generates IBE secret keys. In our
schemes this trusted entity take a part of re-encryption
key generation.
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Figure 1: Entities of proxy re-encryption.

1.2 Security of Proxy Re-Encryption

With regard to the security of proxy re-encryption
schemes Green and Ateniese pointed out the previ-
ous schemes achieve a security only for chosen plain-
text attacks (CPA), and also proposed a new scheme
achieves chosen ciphertext attacks (CCA) security in
(M.Green and G.Ateniese, 2007).

Green and Ateniese described that in the previous
schemes, proxy cannot verify ciphertexts and grant
adversaries invalid re-encryption. Hence, malicious
delegatee can use a re-encryption oracle as a decryp-
tion oracle. Furthermore they proposed CCA-secure
scheme with random oracle model using Canetti,
Halevi and Kats (CHK) (R.Canetti et al., 2004) tech-
nique, which enables the proxy to validate cipher-
texts.

After Green and Ateniese pointed out the se-
curity problems with the previous schemes, Canetti
and Hohenberger proposed CCA-secure [PKE-PKE]-
type Re-Encryption scheme in the standard model
(R.Canetti and S.Hohenberger, 2007).

In this paper, we propose a new [IBE-PKE]-type
scheme, which achieves CPA-security only. How-
ever it might be possible achieve CCA-security us-
ing Green and Ateniese technique in (M.Green and
G.Ateniese, 2007).

1.3 Our Contribution

We propose the first [IBE-PKE]-type proxy re-
encryption scheme, which holds the following advan-
tages simultaneously.

• Our scheme achieves optimal ciphetext size. The
size of a re-encrypted ciphertext is same as a
PKE ciphertext, while (M.Green and G.Ateniese,
2007) [IBE-PKE]-type scheme requires addi-
tional elements of ciphertext to support re-
encryption.

• Our scheme achives proxy invisibility which
means delegatee does not require additional algo-
rithm for decryption of a re-encrypted ciphertext.
The delegatee can decrypt ciphertexts without be-
ing aware of the existence of the proxy, while it is
required in (M.Green and G.Ateniese, 2007).

• Our scheme is selective-ID secure in the standard
model, while previous [IBE-PKE]-type scheme in
(M.Green and G.Ateniese, 2007) might be full-ID
secure in the random oracle model. Furthermore
our scheme might be possible to extend full-ID
secure using IBE proposed in (B.Waters, 2005).

• In Our scheme the PKG generates re-encryption
keys, while (M.Green and G.Ateniese, 2007) del-
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egator generates re-encryption keys himself indi-
vidually. However this property should not af-
fect security of our scheme, because the PKG is
a trusted entity in the IBE schemes, and does not
generate re-encryption key without notifying the
delegator.

1.4 Organisation

The rest of paper consists of 4 sections. In Sec. 2
gives some definitions and preliminaries. In Sec. 3 we
define security of IBE-PKE type proxy re-encryption.
In Sec. 4 we present the IBE-PKE type proxy re-
encryption scheme, and finally conclude this study in
Sec. 5.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, We describe the settings and computa-
tional assumptions used in this paper. We then define
an [IBE-PKE]-type proxy re-encryption scheme and
its security.

2.1 Bilinear Groups

Let G andG1 be the two multiplicative cyclic groups
of prime orderp, andg be a generator ofG. We say
thatG1 has an admissible bilinear map ˆe : G×G →
G1 if the following conditions hold.

1. ê(ga,gb) = ê(g,g)ab for all a,b

2. ê(g,g) 6= 1

We say thatG is a bilinear group if the group ac-
tion in G can be computed efficiently and there ex-
ists a groupG1 and an efficiently computable bilinear
mapê as above.

2.2 Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
Assumption (dBDH)

The dBDH problem (D.Boneh and X.Boyen, 2004) in
G as follows: LetG be a bilinear group of prime order
p with an efficiently computable pairing ˆe : G×G→
G1, let g be a random generator ofG. The dBDH
problem is to decide, given a tupleg,ga,gb,gc,T ∈
G4×G1 as inputs, (wherea,b,c∈RZ∗

p), whetherT =

ê(g,g)abc or if T is a random element ofG1.
Let k be a security parameter of suffcient size, we

define the advantage of an algorithmA as follows:

AdvdBDH
A = |Pr[A (g,ga,gb,gc, ê(g,g)abc) = 0] −

Pr[A (g,ga,gb,gc,T) = 0]|

where the probability is taken over the random choice
of the generatorg,the random choice ofa,b,c in Z∗

p,
the random choice ofT in G1, and the random bits
consumed byA . We say that(k, t,ε)-dBDH assump-
tion holds inG if no t-time algorithm has advantage
AdvdBDH
A

< ε G under security parameterk.

2.3 Identity Based Encryption Scheme

Identity Based Encryption (IBE) consists of the fol-
lowing algorithm.

SetUpIBE (k). Given a security parameterk as in-
put, a trusted entity Private Key Generator (PKG)
generates a master keymkand public parameters
params, and outputsmkandparams.

KeyGenIBE(mk,params, ID). For inputs of a mas-
ter key mk, public parametersparams, and an
identityID, the PKG outputs a IBE secret keyskID
corresponding to the identity.

EncIBE (ID ,params,M). For inputs of an identity
ID, public parametersparams, and a plaintextM,
computes an IBE ciphertextCIBE

DecIBE (skID ,params,CIBE ). For inputs of a IBE se-
cret keyskID , public parametersparams, and an
IBE ciphertextCIBE, decrypts and outputs a plain-
text M.

2.4 Public Key Encryption Scheme

Public Key Encryption (PKE) consists from following
algorithms.

KeyGenPKE(k,params). Given a security parameter
k and IBE public parametersparamsas input, out-
puts PKE key pair〈SK,PK〉 whereSK is a secret
key,PK is the corresponding public keyPK.

EncPKE(PK,M ,params). For inputs of a public key
PK and plaintext M, IBE public parameters
params, outputs the PKE ciphertextCPKE.

DecPKE(SK,CPKE ,params). For inputs a secret key
sk, PKE ciphertextCPKE, and IBE public para
metesparams, decrypts and outputs a plaintextM.

2.5 IBE-PKE Proxy Re-Encryption
Scheme

[IBE-PKE]-type proxy re-encryption (IBE-PKE-
PRE) consists of the following algorithm

KeyGenPRO(mk, ID ,PK,PKR,params). For inputs
of a master keymk, a delegator’s identityID, del-
egatee’s PKE public keyPK and public key for
Re-EncryptionPKR, and IBE public parameters
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Table 1: comparison of [IBE-PKE] type scheme.

Property (M.Green and G.Ateniese, 2007) This work
Optimal size of re-encrypted ciphertext No Yes
Proxy Invisible No Yes
Re-encryption key generator Delegator PKG

params, a re-encrypt keyrkID→PKE is output to
the proxy.

ReEncPRO(ID , rk ID→PKE ,params,CIBE ). For in-
puts of a delegator’s identityID, a re-encrypt key
rkID→PKE, IBE public parametersparams, and a
IBE ciphertextCIBE, the proxy re-encrypts and
outputs a PKE ciphertextCPKE to the delegatee.

3 CHOSEN PLAINTEXT
SECURITY FOR IBE-PKE
PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION

We define chosen plaintext security for the [IBE-
PKE]-type scheme according to the following game
between an adversaryA and a challengerC . We de-
fine two types of attacks, an adversary attacks against
the IBE scheme and another against the PKE scheme.
Hence, in the following game, we define an adversary
attacks against the IBE scheme as(TYPE= IBE) and
an adversary attacks against the PKE as(TYPE=
PKE).

We design the following game on the basis of
Boneh and Boyen’s selective ID secure IBE game
(D.Boneh and X.Boyen, 2004) and Green and Ate-
niese’s proxy re-encryption game (M.Green and
G.Ateniese, 2007). We show even if an adversary
obtains additional informations related to proxy re-
encryption, such as re-encryption keys, it does not
make the underlying IBE or PKE schemes weak.

In the following game, the adversary is allowed to
adaptively conduct IBE secret key queries, PKE se-
cret key queries and re-encryption key queries. These
queries imply the following situation that: The ad-
versary corrupts IBE users to obtain their IBE secret
keys, corrupts PKE users to obtain their PKE secret
keys and corrupts the proxy to obtain re-encryption
keys. We classify PKE users under two party,hon-
estparty andcorruptedparty by adversary. The ad-
versary can obtain a PKE secret key of acorrupted
party, but restricted to get re-encryption keys which
can convert an IBE ciphertext corresponding totarget
identity to a PKE ciphertext for thecorruptedparty,
because the adversary obviously wins the game. The
adversary also restricted to obtain a PKE secret key
of a honestparty, but does not restricted to get re-

encryption keys which can convert an IBE ciphertext
to a PKE ciphertext for thehonestparty.

Definition 3.1. (Security of [IBE-PKE]-type proxy
re-encryption) LetS be an IBE-PKE-PRE scheme de-
fined as a tuple of algorithms(SetupIBE, KeyGenIBE,
EncIBE, DecIBE, KeyGenPKE, EncPKE, DecPKE,
KeyGenPRO, ReEncPRO). The security is defined
according to the following game, where TYPE∈
{IBE,PKE}.

Initialization. If the adversaryA is (TYPE= IBE),
A outputs a target identityID∗.

SetUp. The challengerC generatesparams,mk by
running SetUpIBE . C also generates PKE keys
〈

PKEj ,PKj ,PKRj ,SKj
〉

where PKEj is a PKE
user identity ,PKj and SKj are PKE key pairs,
PKRj is a public key for re-encryption correspond-
ing to PKEj , C placed them in lists:

PPKL (PKE Public Key List) Holds PKE user identi-
tiesPKEj , PKE public keysPKj and PKE pub-
lic keys for re-encryptionPKRj .

PSKL (PKE Secret Key List) Holds PKE user iden-
tities PKEj , PKE secret keysSKj and mark
which holds a flag that PKE user is ahonest
party orcorruptedparty byA .

Then, C gives 〈params,PPKL〉 to A , and keep
〈mk,PSKL〉 secret to it self.

Phase 1.Given 〈params,PPKL〉, A adaptively
queriesC . C responds as follows:

Extract IBE (ID i). A queries the IBE user’s secret
keyskIDi with an identityID i whereID i 6= ID∗.
C respondsskIDi corresponding toID i to A .

Extract IBE→PKE(ID i ,PKE j ). A queries the re-
encryption keyrkIDi→PKEj with an identityID i
and a PKE user identityPKEj . C responds
rkIDi→PKEj corresponding toID i andPKEj to
A .

ExtractPKE(PKE j ). A queries the PKE secret
key SKj with a PKE user identityPKEj . C re-
spondsSKj corresponding toPKEj to A .

Challenge. After Phase 1 ,A outputs two equal
length plaintextsM0,M1 and sends them toC . C
picksb∈R {0,1} and encryptsMb.
If (TYPE= IBE), C encryptsM under an identity
ID∗ and respondsC∗

IBE to A .
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If (TYPE= PKE), A selects a target PKE user
identityPKE∗ from honestparties, and also sends
it to C . C encryptM under an PKE user identity
PKE∗ and respondsC∗

PKE to A .

Phase 2.A continues with the queries as inPhase 1,
andC responds as before.

Solve. Finally A outputs a guess resultb′ ∈ {0,1}.

The adversaryA wins if b′ = b.
Besides the above game, during Phase 1 and Phase

2, A restricts the following queries whichA can de-
crypt a challenge ciphertext only usingC ’s answers.

If (TYPE= IBE), the following queries are re-
stricted.

• Extract IBE(ID ∗), where ID∗ is the challenge
identity.

• ExtractPKE(PKE j ), where PKEj is a honest
party’s identity.

• Extract IBE→PKE(ID ∗,PKE j ), where ID∗ is the
challenge identity andPKEj is acorruptedparty’s
PKE user identity.

If (TYPE = PKE), the following queries are re-
stricted.

• ExtractPKE(PKE j ), where PKEj is a honest
party’s PKE user identity.

Definition 3.2. Let A be an adversary against IBE-
PKE-PRE. Define the IND-sPr-CPA advantage ofA
as follows:

AdvS
A
(k) = 2(Pr[b = b′]−1/2).

We say that the IBE-PKE-PRE scheme is(k, t,q,ε)
adaptive chosen plaintext secure if for any t-time ad-
versaryA that makes at most q chosen queries under
a security parameter k, we have that AdvS

A
(k) < ε.

4 EFFICIENT IBE-PKE TYPE
PROXY RE-ENCRYPTION

We construct an [IBE-PKE]-type proxy re-encryption
scheme (IBE-PKE-PRE) which achieves CPA-secure
without Random Oracle.
IBE-PKE-PRE is enable conversion of an IBE ci-
phertext to a PKE ciphertext. Our scheme IBE-PKE-
PRE uses Boneh and Boyen’s selective ID secure IBE
scheme (D.Boneh and X.Boyen, 2004) (BB-IBE) for
IBE scheme. We construct a new (but very similar to
PKE scheme proposed in (G.Ateniese et al., 2005))
ElGamal-type PKE scheme for IBE-PKE-PRE and
propose a re-encryption scheme that converts a BB-
IBE ciphertext to this PKE scheme’s ciphertext.

4.1 BB-IBE Scheme

SetUpIBE (k). Given security parameterk as input,
let G,G1 be a bilinear group of prime orderp.
Let ê : G×G → G1 be the bilinear map. Select
a random generatorg ∈ G and random elements
h,g2 ∈ G. Pick a random elementα ∈ Z∗

p and set
g1 = gα,mk= α and setparams= 〈g,g1,g2,h〉.

Let mkbe a master secret key, andparamsbe the
public parameters.

KeyGenIBE(mk,params, ID). Given master secret
key mk = α, public parametersparamsand an
identity ID as input, the PKG picks a random ele-
mentu∈ Z

∗
p and outputs an IBE secret keyskID .

skID = 〈d1,d2〉 = 〈gα
2

(

gID
1 h

)u
,gu〉

EncIBE (ID ,params,M). Given an identityID, pub-
lic parameterparamsand plaintextM ∈ G1 as in-
put, select a random elementr ∈ Z∗

p and output an
IBE ciphertextCIBE.

CIBE = 〈C1,C2,C3〉 =
〈

gr ,
(

gID
1 h

)r
,Mê(g1,g2)

r
〉

DecIBE (skID ,params,CIBE ). Given an IBE secret
key skID , public parametersparamsand an IBE
ciphertextCIBE as input, output a plaintextM.

M =
C3ê(d2,C2)

ê(d1,C1)

4.2 PKE Scheme

KeyGenPKE(k,params). Given security parameterk
and BB-IBE public parametersparamsas input,
select a random elementx∈R Z∗

p and setSK= x,
PK = gx, outputSK as a PKE secret key andPK
as a PKE public key.

If PKE user accepts delegation, PKE user also

publish public key for re-encryptionPKR = g1/SK
2 .

If PKE user does not wish to accept delegation,
PKE user does not publish public key for re-
encryption value.

EncPKE(PK,M ,params). Given a PKE public key
PK, a plaintextM ∈ G1 and BB-IBE public pa-
rametersparamsas input, pick a random ele-
mentv∈ Z∗

p and output a PKE ciphertextCPKE =
〈X,Y〉.

CPKE = 〈X,Y〉 = 〈ê(g,g)v,M · ê(g,PK)v〉
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DecPKE(SK,CPKE ,params). Given a PKE secret
keySK, a PKE ciphertextCPKE and BB-IBE pub-
lic parametersparamsas input, output a plaintext
M.

M = Y/XSK

4.3 Proxy Re-Encryption

KeyGenPRO(mk, ID ,PK,PKR,params). Given a
master secret keymk= α, a delegator’s identity
ID and a delegatee’s PKE public keyPK and
public key for re-encryptionPKR as input, PKG
outputs a re-encryption keyrkID→PK = 〈rk1, rk2〉
or⊥.

1. If ê(PK,PKR) 6= ê(g2,g), then output⊥ and
halt.

2. ComputerkID→PK and output it.

rkID→PK = 〈rk1, rk2〉 =
〈

PKα
R

(

gID
1 h

)t
,PKt

〉

ReEncPRO(ID , rk ID→PKE ,params,CIBE ). Given a
delegator’s identity ID, a re-encryption key
rkID→PK = 〈rk1, rk2〉, BB-IBE public parameter
paramsand an IBE ciphertextCIBE as input, the
proxy re-encrypts and outputs a PKE ciphertext
CPKE or⊥.

1. ExtractCIBE = 〈C1,C2,C3〉

2. Computev1 = ê(C1,gID
1 h),v2 = ê(C2,g). If

v1 6= v2 then output⊥ and halt. Note that, cor-
rect input values can transform as follow:

ê(C1,g
ID
1 h) = ê(gr ,gID

1 h) = ê(C2,g)

3. ComputeCPKE and output it.

C̄PKE = 〈X̄,Ȳ〉 = 〈ê(rk1,C1),C3 · ê(rk2,C2)〉

The delegatee can decrypt this re-encrypt
result C̄PKE using his own secret key
SK with same PKE decryption algorithm
DecPKE(SK,CPKE,params).

4.4 Security of IBE-PKE-PRE

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that the(k, t,ε)-dBDH as-
sumption holds in(G,G1). Then, the IBE-PKE-
PRE is (k, t ′,q,ε)-IND-sPr-CPA secure against a
(TYPE= IBE) adversary for any(q,k,ε) and t′ <
t−Θ(τq), whereτ denotes a maximum time for expo-
nentiation inG,G1.

Proof. Let A IBE be at-time (TYPE= IBE) adver-
sary against the IBE-PKE-PRE. We construct an ad-
versaryB IBE which can solve the dBDH problem

in G by using A IBE. The B IBE is given an in-
put 〈g,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,T〉 =

〈

g,ga,gb,gc,T
〉

, and distin-
guishesT is ê(g,g)abc or T ∈R G1. B IBE works as
follows:

Initialisation. A IBE outputs an identityID∗ and noti-
fiesB IBE. B IBE generates four blank lists to write
down a query and answer pairs for every queries.

ISKL (IBE Secret Key List): Record the tuple
〈ID i ,skIDi 〉, whereID i is an identity and an IBE
secret keyskIDi corresponding toID i .

PPKL (PKE Public Key List): Record the tuple
〈

PKEj ,PKj ,PKRj ,
〉

, where PKEj is a PKE
user identity andPKj andPKRj are a public key
and public key for re-encryption corresponding
to PKE user identityPKEj .

PSKL (PKE Secret Key List): Record the tuple
〈

PKEj ,SKj ,mark
〉

, wherePKEj is a PKE user
identity,SKj are PKE secret key corresponding
to PKE user identityPKEj and mark keeps a
flag that PKE userPKEj is a honestparty or
corruptedparty byA IBE.

REKL (Re-Encryption Key List): Record the tu-
ple

〈

ID i ,PKEj , rkIDi→PKEj , ti, j
〉

, whereID i is
an identity, PKEj is a PKE user identity,
rkIDi→PKEj is a re-encryption key converts IBE
ciphertext to PKE ciphertext andti, j is a random
number used for generating a re-encryption
key.

Setup. TheB IBE generates a random numberz∈R Z
∗
p

and setsg1 = Γ1 , g2 = Γ2, h= g−ID∗

1 gz. B IBE pro-
vides public parametersparams= 〈g,g1,g2,h〉 to
A IBE. Under these conditions, the master key
value isgab whichB IBE cannot compute.
B IBE generates random numbersx j ∈R Z∗

p (0 ≤
j ≤ l) wherel denotes the number of PKE users,
and sets the PKE public key and secret key as fol-
lows:

• If the PKE userPKEj is a corrupted party
by A IBE, sets the PKE public key asPKj =
gxj , the PKE public key for re-encryption as

PKRj = Γ1/xj
2 and the secret key asSKj = x j .

B IBE stores
〈

PKEj ,PKj ,PKRj ,SKj
〉

to PPKL
andPSKL, and sets the mark ascorrupted.

• If the PKE userPKEj is ahonestparty, sets the
PKE public key asPKj = Γxj

2 , the PKE public
key for re-encryption asPKRj = g1/xj .
Under this condition, PKE secret key value is
SKj = bxj whereB IBE cannot compute, how-
ever B IBE can reject the query of this value.
B IBE stores the secret key asSKj = x j as a sub-
stitute for computing re-encryption key values.
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B IBE stores
〈

PKEj ,PKj ,PKRj ,SKj
〉

to PPKL
andPSKLand sets the mark ashonest.
B IBE givesPPKL to A IBE.

Phase 1.A IBE adaptively queriesB IBE, andB IBE re-
sponds as follows:

Extract(ID i). A IBE queries the IBE user’s secret
keyskIDi with an identityID i , thenB IBE gener-
ates a random numberui ∈R Z∗

p and computes
skIDi .
If ID i = ID∗, B IBE rejects the query. Otherwise,
B IBE computesskIDi = 〈d1,d2〉 as follows:

d1 = g2

−z
(IDi−ID∗)

(

g(IDi−ID∗)
1 gz

)ui
,

d2 = g2

−1
(IDi−ID∗) gui .

B IBE writes a request and a response toISKL
and answersskIDi to A IBE.

ExtractPKE(PKE j ). A IBE queries the PKE user’s
secret keySKj with a PKE user’s identity
PKEj , thenB IBE searches thePSKLto retrieve
PKE user’s secret keySKj

If PKEj marked ashonest, thenB IBE. rejects,
otherwise (PKEj marked ascorrupted) B IBE
answersSKj retrieved fromPSKL.

Extract IBE→PKE(ID i ,PKE j ). A IBE queries the
re-encryption keyrkIDi→PKEj which can con-
verts ciphertexts from an identityID i to PKEj ,
then B IBE searchesPSKL to retrieve PKEj
record.

1. If ID i = ID∗ andPKEj marked ascorrupted,
thenB IBE rejects.

2. If ID i = ID∗ andPKEj is ahonestparty, then
B IBE generates random numbert∗, j ∈R Z∗

p and
computesrkhonest

ID∗→PKEj
= 〈rk∗1, rk

∗
2〉 as follows:

rk∗1 = g1
1/SKj (gz)ti, j ,

rk∗2 = g2
ti, j SKj .

3. If ID i 6= ID∗ andPKEj marked ascorrupted,
B IBE generates random numberti, j ∈R Z∗

p and

computesrkcorrupted
IDi→PKEj

= 〈rkc
1, rk

c
2〉 as follows:

rkc
1 = g2

−z
SKj (IDi−ID∗)

(

g(IDi−ID∗)
1 gz

)ti, j
,

rkc
2 = g2

−1
IDi−ID∗ gti, j SKj .

4. If ID i 6= ID∗ andPKEj marked ashonest, then
B IBE generates random numberti, j ∈R Z∗

p and
computesrkhonest

IDi→PKEj
=

〈

rkh
1, rk

h
2

〉

as follows:

rkh
1 = g

−z
SKj (IDi−ID∗)

(

gIDi−ID∗
1 gz

)ti, j
,

rkh
2 = g2

−1
IDi−ID∗ g2

ti, j SKj .

B IBE writes a request and a response pair to
REKL, and answersrkIDi→PKEj to A IBE.

Challenge. A IBE outputs two equal length plaintexts
M0,M1 and sends them toB IBE. B IBE selects
d(∈R {0,1}) and encryptsMd. B IBE computes an
IBE ciphertextC∗

IBE as follows:

C∗
IBE = 〈C∗

1,C∗
2,C∗

3〉 = 〈Γ3,(Γ3)
z,Md ·T〉

B IBE sendsC∗
IBE to A IBE. Note that, if T =

ê(g,g)abc, C∗
IBE is a correct IBE ciphertext ofMd

under an identityID∗.
Phase 2.B IBE answersA IBE’s queries in same man-

ner ofPhase 1.
Solve. Finally, A IBE outputs a guess resultd′ ∈

{0,1}. If d′ = d, thenB IBE judgesT = ê(g,g)abc

and outputs 1; otherwise,B IBE judgesT ∈R G1
and outputs 0.

We claim that in the above simulation answers of
B IBE are correctly distributed, andA IBE cannot distin-
guish our simulation from the real-world interaction.

Furthermore,AdvdBDH
A

= AdvS
A IBE

, becauseB IBE
does not abort during the above simulation.

In the above simulation, maximum computation
cost of the queries is at most polynomial time expo-
nentiation, hencet ′ < t −Θ(τq). Therefor, the IBE-
PKE-PRE is(k, t ′,q,ε)-IND-sPr-CPA secure against
against an(TYPE= IBE) adversary.

Theorem 4.2. Suppose that the(k, t,ε)-dBDH as-
sumption holds in(G,G1). Then, the IBE-PKE-
PRE is (k, t ′,q,ε)-IND-sPr-CPA secure against a
(TYPE= PKE) adversary for any(q,k,ε) and t′ <
t −Θ(τq) whereτ denotes a maximum time for expo-
nentiation inG,G1.

Proof. Let APKE be a t-time (TYPE= PKE) ad-
versary against the IBE-PKE-PRE. We construct an
adversaryBPKE which can solve dBDH problem in
G, by using APKE. The BPKE is given an input
〈g,Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,T〉= 〈g,ga,gb,gc,T〉, and distinguishes
T is ê(g,g)abc or T ∈R G1. BPKE works as follows:

Initialisation. BPKE generates four blank lists to
write down a query and answer pairs for every
queries, same as(TYPE= IBE) proof.

Setup. TheBPKE generates a random numberw ∈R
Z∗

p and setsg1 = gw , g2 = Γ2, pick a random el-
ementh in G. BPKE provides public parameters
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params= 〈g,g1,g2,h〉 to APKE. Under these con-
ditions, the master key value isgw

2 which BPKE
can compute.
BPKE generates PKE user’s key pairs and stores
PPKL andPSKLsame as(TYPE= IBE) proof.
BPKE givesPPKL to APKE.

Phase 1.APKE adaptively queriesBPKE, andBPKE
responds as follows:

Extract IBE(ID i). APKE queries the IBE user’s
secret keyskIDi with an identityID i , thenBPKE
generates a random numberui ∈R Z∗

p and com-
putesskIDi = 〈d1,d2〉.

d1 = gw
2

(

g1
IDi h

)ui ,

d2 = gui .

BPKE writes a request and a response toISKL
and answersskIDi to APKE.

ExtractPKE(PKE j ). APKE queries the PKE
user’s secret keySKj with a PKE user’s iden-
tity PKEj , then BPKE searches thePSKL to
retrieve PKE user’s secret keySKj

If PKEj marked ashonest, thenBPKE rejects,
otherwise (PKEj marked ascorrupted) BPKE
answersSKj retrieved fromPSKL.

Extract IBE→PKE(ID i ,PKE j ). APKE queries the
re-encryption keyrkIDi→PKEj , which can con-
vert ciphertexts from an identityID i to PKEj ,
then BPKE searchesPSKL to retrieve PKEj
record.BPKE generates random numberti, j ∈R
Z∗

p and computesrkIDi→PKEj .

1. If PKEj marked ashonest, BPKE computes
rkhonest

IDi→PKEj
=

〈

rkh
1, rk

h
2

〉

as follows:

rkh
1 = gw/SKj

(

gIDi
1 h

)ti, j
.

rkh
2 = g2

ti, j SKj ,

2. If PKEj marked ascorrupted,BPKE computes

rkcorrupted
IDi→PKEj

= 〈rkc
1, rk

c
2〉 as follows:

rkc
1 = g2

w/SKj

(

gIDi
1 h

)ti, j
,

rkc
2 = gti, j SKj .

BPKE writes a request and a response toREKL,
and answersrkIDi→PKEj to APKE.

Challenge. APKE outputs two equal length plaintexts
M0,M1 and selects target PKE user identityPKE∗

in honestparty and sends them toBPKE. BPKE
selectsd(∈R {0,1}) and encryptsMd.

BPKE retrieve selected PKE user’s secret key
SK∗ = x∗ fromPSKLand computes a PKE cipher-
textC∗

PKE as follows:

C∗
PKE = 〈X∗,Y∗〉 =

〈

ê(Γ1,Γ3)
1/x∗ ,Md ·T

〉

BPKE sendsC∗
PKE to APKE. Note that, if T =

ê(g,g)abc, C∗
PKE is a correct PKE ciphertext ofMd

under a PKE user identityPKE∗.
Phase 2.BPKE answersAPKE’s queries in same man-

ner ofPhase1.
Solve. Finally, APKE outputs a guess resultd′ ∈

{0,1}. If d′ = d, thenBPKE judgesT = ê(g,g)abc

and output 1; otherwise,BPKE judgesT ∈R G1
and outputs 0.

We claim that in the above simulation answers of
BPKE are correctly distributed, andAPKE cannot dis-
tinguish our simulation from the real-world interac-
tion.

Furthermore,AdvdBDH
A

= AdvS
APKE

, becauseBPKE
does not abort during the above simulation.

In the above simulation, maximum computation
cost of the queries is at most polynomial time expo-
nentiation, hencet ′ < t −Θ(τq). Therefor, the IBE-
PKE-PRE is(k, t ′,q,ε)-IND-sPr-CPA secure against
against an(TYPE= PKE) adversary.

Remark 4.1. We can simulate the game of
Theorem 4.2 without simulating IBE secret key
queriesExtract IBE (ID i), re-encryption key queries
Extract IBE→PKE(ID i ,PKE j ), and public keys for re-
encryption PKRj . This implies that we can proof PKE
scheme Chosen Plaintext secure under the dBDH as-
sumption.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose a efficient [IBE-PKE]-type
proxy re-encryption scheme which the size of the re-
encrypted ciphertext is optimal and delegatee does not
aware of existence of the proxy. We define the secu-
rity notation and prove selective-ID secure based on
dBDH assumption in the standard model against cho-
sen plaintext attack. Furthermore our scheme might
be possible to extend full-ID secure using IBE pro-
posed in (B.Waters, 2005).

Green and Ateniese (M.Green and G.Ateniese,
2007) proposed the semantically secure Identity-
Based proxy re-encryption scheme and constructed
CCA-secure scheme applying CHK conversion tech-
nique (R.Canetti et al., 2004) to their CPA-secure
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scheme. It might be able to construct the CCA-secure
[IBE-PKE]-type proxy re-encryption scheme by us-
ing same technique to our CPA-secure scheme. It will
be appeared in the full version.
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